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A soldier directs the landing party.
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Chris Lovejoy, General Manager Team Downer MSP
Saying that 2020 has been a difficult
year has become perhaps the biggest
cliché of 2020 , and yet... it has been a
difficult year for everyone - and
particularly our Team Downer
contractors in Melbourne.
And yet Team Downer and our
workforce - both contracted and
permanent - have thrived despite
2020 being officially the hottest year
that human beings have ever
experienced, despite Australia having
the worst bushfire crisis in living
memory with its accompanying thick
blanket of smoke in the capital for
months and capping it off with a
legitimate global pandemic.
In the past year Team Downer has
experienced a mixture of
consolidation and expansion.

We have consolidated our position in
the existing Integrated Work
Packages that we carried over from
2019 and grown our resource
footprint within them, while we have
simultaneously expanded our work in
the maritime domain.
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Team Downer is now a truly national
IWP and we look forward to
continuing to expand in 2021.
Thank you for a fantastic year. We
could not have achieved any of the
things that we have this year without
the hard work and dedication from
our subcontractors, our small-tomedium enterprises, our member
companies and our TMO staff.
Have a merry Christmas and a happy
new year.
Chris Lovejoy
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AWARDS SEASON
The latter half of the year is when
award season falls, and this year
Team Downer was nominated for
several awards in recognition of its
sterling performance throughout
the year.

The MSP was also shortlisted as a
finalist in two categories for the
World Commerce and
Contracting Association's
Innovation and Excellence
Awards.

The MSP was a finalist in the
Consultancy of the Year category
for the Defence Connect Defence
Industry Awards for its work in
CASG. This was the second year
running that the MSP was a finalist
in this category. Andrew Foster
and MSP GM Chris Lovejoy
attended the ceremony.

The MSP was a finalist in the
Operational Improvement and
Outstanding Service Provider
categories for its work on an IWP
refresh at CASG.

Team Downer did not win the
Consultancy of the Year award ,
however simply being nominated
and listed as a finalist goes to
show the impact that Team
Downer has been making for
Defence; no other MSP was
shortlisted.

The field of nominees was strong
with Team Downer up against
strong contenders such as Telstra
and while the MSP did not win in
either of these categories but
just as it was an honour to be
recognised as finalist in the
Defence Connect awards, it was
likewise a validation of our
efforts to be finalists in these
awards as well.

AROUND
THE TRAPS
Downer Group joins
Advance Cairns
Downer Group - the prime in the Team
Downer MSP consortium - recently joined
Advance Cairns - the peak commercial
body for promoting business
opportunities in Cairns.
The Port of Cairns is shaping up to be an
important part of Australia’s naval
infrastructure with the port already
operating as one of three Regional
Maintenance Centres for the Royal
Australian Navy (RAN). It is also preparing
to be the home to four of the RAN’s new
Arafura Class Offshore Patrol Vessels
(OPV) – the replacement for the Armidale
and Cape Class patrol boats.
Downer does a lot of work in the
maritime domain for the Department of
Defence’s Capability Acquisition and
Sustainment Group via its Team Downer
Major Service Provider consortium, and
we are keen to continue to make a
strong contribution to Navy, and to
Australia’s regions, and joining Advance
Cairns is one of many ways that we
intend to achieve that goal.

Team Downer partners
with the ICCPM
Team Downer takes its role as an
industry steward for Australian defence
sector small-to-medium enterprises
seriously and strives to develop them so
that they may realise their full potential
as part of the Defence supply chain.
As part of this long-term commitment,
Team Downer have partnered with the
ICCPM to access upskilling, training and
development opportunities for SMEs as
well as the uniformed and nonuniformed personnel that the MSP works
alongside in CASG.
ICCPM was established by Defence as the
international peak body for Complex
Project Management and is the
custodian of the Complex Project
Leadership Competency Standards on
behalf of the Commonwealth.

Team Downer General Manager Chris Lovejoy and Downer Defence Systems' Executive General
Manager Andrew Foster attended the Defence Connect Defence Industry Awards on Team Downer's
behalf.

ICCPM is an independent professional
body dedicated to helping organisations
build their capability in complex project
management.

PUBLIC RELATIONS WRAP
2020 has been a banner year for
promoting Team Downer MSP and
telling the world who we are, and
what we can do. While the MSP has
been very active in this area it is not
always visible to our contractors
and staff.

reach a significant audience, making
LinkedIn an important channel for
promoting ourselves.

Team Downer engaged in advertising
and sponsorships this year,
advertising in the 2020 edition of
Navy Outlook, sponsored the
Communication and marketing can Australian Defence Magazine
Northern Defence Summit, branded
seem like an abstract pursuit to
our office, and partnered with UNSW
some, but it is an important
for the Systems Engineering Practice
function for any business and the
MSP is no different; there is no point course.
doing a great job if no one knows
The MSP enjoyed some media
about it.
engagement in 2020 with several
Team Downer related articles
Regular posting on the Team
Downer LinkedIn account has seen running in publications such as the
Australian Defence Business Review,
the follower numbers grow from
Asia Pacific Defence Reporter,
just over one hundred followers to
Australian Defence Magazine, the
well over one thousand. The
Cairns Post and other publications.
majority of our followers are

Defence members or defence
industry and our posts there

We will continue to promote the MSP
in 2021 to position ourselves for
future opportunities.

MATERIEL LOGISTICS

SME SPOTLIGHT

2020 has been a busy year for the Materiel
Logistics Function (MLF) IWP.
Team Downer experienced significant
growth in the MLF IWP and has
implemented new programs while adapting
to the new normal of remote working.
The IWP’s support to MLF has grown by
extending its support to the maritime
domain for the provision of specialist ILS
services, while assisting with the
implementation of a large ICT
transformation program.
Some notable achievements include the
provision of six ILS resources to support
maritime project and sustainment
activities, successful delivery of the
Knowledge and Information Management
and Information Governance Assessment
and Implementation Strategy, significant
contribution to the progress in the ERP
exploration phase for Data Remediation,
Processes Analysis and Business and
Intelligence Strategy, with its attendance
across 230 workshops and more than 200
solution design workshops.

Personnel of the MLF IWP are located all
over Australia, with a significant number of
the team based in Melbourne. The
IWP played an instrumental role to facilitate
the transition to remote working since
March without disruption to delivery.
Notably, the IWP supported the remote
commencement of personnel with the
client, whilst prioritising the health and
wellbeing of all personnel supporting MLF.

JLB-Yaran is an Indigenous and
veteran-owned professional service
provider that was recently recognised
as a Gold Partner of Team Downer due
to the support and capability provided
to the MSP.
JLB-Yaran was founded in 2018 has
developed into a trusted Australian
SME delivering Project Management,
ILS, Materiel Logistics, Engineering
and Commercial services throughout
Defence including as part of the MSP
construct.
JLB-Yaran’s Professional Services
leverages the Company's significant
experience and expertise in the ADF
and Defence sector.
Like its partners in Team Downer, JLBYaran understands the needs of
Defence through their dedicated
workforce, with more than 60 percent
of their employees being ADF veterans
with over 250 years of military service
between them.
As a veteran-owned company,
Managing Director Brendan Dumbrell
with his General Manager Hayden
Surrao, have passionately worked to
create more opportunities for
transitioning ADF members and
existing Veterans who are keen to
support the Defence sector post-ADF
careers.

'Team Downer have been a major
support for JLB-Yaran over the past
two years,' said Hayden Surrao.
'As an Indigenous and veteran-owned
company, we are enthusiastically
working with Defence to retain the
skills and experiences of our Veterans
as well as create more Graduate
opportunities for our Indigenous
talent,' Surrao said.
'The support from Team Downer's
General Manager Chris Lovejoy and his
team at Team Downer, has provided
us with advice, mentoring,
professional development for our
Consultants and opportunities to
place our workforce into Defence
projects.'
'We are extremely grateful for their
ongoing support and look forward to
continuing our delivery of great talent
into Defence projects and creating
more opportunities for Veterans and
Indigenous graduates', Surrao said.

'We are extremely
grateful for Team
Downer's ongoing
support.'

As we transition into 2021, MLF prepares to
safely transition its Melbourne workforce
back into the office.

Heidi Gigos (JLB-Yaran HR Manager) and Luke Southwell (JLB-Yaran Operations
Manager) accept the Gold Partner award from Team Downer.

DEFENCE NEWS
Defence Minister Linda Reynolds
recently released 'Lead the way:
Defence Transformation Strategy'.
Just as the Defence Strategy Update
was based on the principles of 'Shape,
Deter, Respond' this strategy is
organised based on four principles:
Learn, Evolve, Align, and Deliver.
These principles reflect a renewed
focus on Defence learning about their
environment including risks,
opportunities and performance,
evolving how they operate as an
enterprise, aligning their priorities and
processes, and delivering the defence
mission. It also reaffirms the
Department's commitment to the One
Defence policy.
The Defence Transformation Strategy
outlines three significant initiatives: a
Continuous Improvement Culture,
an Enduring Transformation System
and Priority Reforms.
These initiatives will underpin the
approach to the Defence enterprise as
a whole; the Defence enterprise
encompasses all of the Groups and
Services within the Department of
Defence, and their associated people,
functions and outputs.

The continuous improvement culture
initiative is a culture piece that will
be based on Defence values and
behaviours.
The enduring system for
transforming the Defence enterprise
will be a continuous process to align
resources to priorities, reform
activities, opportunities and risks in
accordance with their changing
strategy.
Priority reform areas include
strengthening Defence’s approach to
Australian Industry capability,
including innovation, export and
harnessing opportunities from
Australian science and technology,
and adopting a strategic approach to
Defence enterprise resilience and
supply chain assurance, among
others.
The entire strategy is available on the
Defence website for review and is
worth a read if you are interested in
seeing the internal workforce policies
and strategies that are driving and
redefining the Department of
Defence and CASG.

‘One Defence means a unified and
adaptive organisation that is driven by its
strategy, clearly led by its centre, and
empowers its people through a culture
that exemplifies the Defence Values and a
strong sense of shared purpose.'

- Defence Transformation Strategy

STRATEGIC PANELS PMO
2020 saw Team Downer make a much greater
contribution to the Strategic Panels Program
Management Office (SPPMO) at CASG than it had
previously. The SPPMO is the governance
mechanism for managing the MSP model.

Team Downer's resources delivered a number of
governance artefacts and services to the SPPMO
including but not limited to creating the terms of
reference for the governance mechanisms such as
the steering committee, operations board, and
working group, creating an editorial strategy and
Part of the contractual expectations laid out in the communication implementation plan, an elevator
ESSA - the governing framework for the MSPs - is
pitch, a gap analysis, risk management plans, a
the expectation that each MSP will contribute
net promoter score to measure engagement and a
resources to the PMO to assist the Commonwealth number of other discrete activities to support the
to manage the program.
mature functioning of the PMO.
In 2020 Team Downer offered the services of John
Lawrance from the TMO to assist in running the
SPPMO and producing governance artefacts, and
Ben Roberts to assist the SPPMO with their
communication activities.

'The SPPMO is essential to the proper functioning
of the MSP model,' John Lawrance said. 'It was
very important that Team Downer committed to it
and helped it to mature further.'

If you have a newsworthy story for our next edition, submit it to Ben.Roberts@downergroup.com

John Lawrance lead Team Downer's engagement
with CASG'S SPPMO in 2020.

LAND C4S
AND JOINT C4S

'tis the season

FOR TEAM DOWNER FUNCTIONS

Land C4s and Joint C4s Branches (formerly Critical
Systems Branch) have continued to grow their IWPs
throughout 2021 with an increase in personnel.
Adjusting to a having two branches instead of one has
had its challenges but the IWPs continue to expand
within each branch with growth particularly in PMICA and
TDLB and more opportunities to come in the new year.
Team Downer's resources have continued to strong
outcomes with regular positive feedback from the Project
Directors and Branch Heads. Some operations that our
resources have been supporting are Exercise Falcon
Wave, Operation Okra and multiple other projects or
operations which are situated both domestic and
internationally.
In 2021 the IWP Lead and deputy plan to increase their
visibility with the Member Companies and the SME
community to continue to grow and develop the IWP to
deliver a quality service to Defence. They also plan to
continue to support the workforce by providing
opportunities for promotion, career advancements and
role diversity.
The TMO enjoyed an end of year party in Ainslie.

The procurement team got in on the action.

Local SMEs joined in the BBQ at Garden Island in Sdney

Russell Offices was a popular location for BBQs for Team Downer contractors.

If you have a newsworthy story for our next edition, submit it to Ben.Roberts@downergroup.com

Merry Christmas
FROM
TEAM DOWNER MSP

AND THANK YOU TO OUR SME
COMMUNITY AND OUR APS AND
UNIFORMED COLLEAGUES AT CASG FOR
ANOTHER WONDERFUL YEAR WORKING
TO ADVANCE THE NATIONAL INTEREST BY
DELIVERING SOME OF THE MOST
COMPLEX WORK IN THE
COMMONWEALTH.
HAVE A SAFE BREAK AND WE LOOK
FORWARD TO SEEING YOU ALL AGAIN IN
2021.

